Brightness of uniform fields during normal and stabilized viewing was determined as a function of adapting luminance, field size, and luminance gradient of the edges of the adapting field. In one set of experiments, it was found that, over a range of adapting luminances from 6 to 9600 td, a uniformly-illuminated 7.5 deg hemifieid appeared about 1 log unit brighter in normal viewing than when it was retinally-stabilized. In the second set of experiments, it was found that the loss of brightness due to stabilized viewing was significantly greater for large fields with raised cosine edges than for small fields with step edges. Both sets of results can be accounted for by a two-stage model of light adaptation previously proposed to account for the fading time of stabilized images.
INTRODUCTION
There are two main effects of light adaptation. One is the gradual loss of brightness of the adapting field, and the second is the rapid change of sensitivity to incremental lights -in the middle of the adapting field. This paper is concerned with the first effect, the attenuation of brightness, when the adapting field is stabilized in relation to the retina. Brightness attenuation is studied as a function of the luminance of the adapting field, its size and the luminance gradient of its edges. As an introduction to the question of brightness with a stabilized image, a brief review of salient data on light adaptation in normal and stabilized viewing will be given.
Light adaptation under normal conditions
Brightness. It is well established that brightness in the middle of the adapting field is dependent on the luminance of the surround (Heinemann, 1955) , but is independent of the size of the adapting field (Cornsweet & Teller, 1965 : Diamond, 1962 . On the basis of these, and some additional data, Cornsweet and Teller (1965) argued convincingly for the point of view that brightness in the middle of an adapting area is controlled by the activity at its edges. Craik (1940) and later Geisler (1978) established that in about 2 rain of adaptation, a steady level of apparent brightness is reached, and that final brightness bears a lawful relationship to the luminance of the target. Brightness, in log units, increases asymptotically with log target luminance with a slope of 0.7
Increment thresholds. Sensitivity to incremental lights in the middle of adapting fields has been studied in great detail and comprehensive reviews have been published (e.g. Walraven, Enroth-Cugell, Wood, MacLeod & Schnapf, 1990) . Increment thresholds increase with the luminance of the adapting light; size of the adapting field, and duration of adaptation are important parameters. At a given luminance level, incremental sensitivity first decreases then increases to an approximate asymptote as the size of the adapting field increases (Westheimer, 1967) . There is an increase in incremental threshold near the onset of the adapting field. Thresholds fall and level off in about 100msec, (Crawford, 1947) although a slow decrease is observed for several minutes (Baker, 1963) . The spatial and temporal effects seem to be independent, i.e. the Westheimer function is not affected by the asynchrony between the onset of the adapting field and the increment (Tulunay-Keesey & Jones, 1977) .
The aspect of light adaptation that is important to the present set of experiments is that brightness and increment thresholds seem to be independent ot" each other. Cornsweet and Teller (1965) report, for example, that while brightness of the adapting field is altered by controlling the luminance in its surround, the increment threshold taken on the same field remains the same. Recent models of light adaptation that account for the increment threshold data under normal conditions contain two consecutive processes (Hayhoe, Benimoff & Hood, 1987; Walraven et al., 1990) . The first is a "dark-glasses" adaptation which preserves the contrast of the stimulus, i.e. it attenuates both the response to the steady background and transient portions of the stimulus. The second process is subtractive, and attenuates the response to the steady portion of the target without affecting the response to transients.
Light adaptation under stabilized conditions
Brightness. Subjective effects of adaptation with a retinally-stabilized image are dramatic; the image gradually loses contrast, dims and eventually may disappear altogether. The time~zourse of fading has been determined as a function of the spatial frequency, contrast and average luminance of targets (TulunayKeesey, 1982; Olson, Tulunay-Keesey & Saleh, 1993) . Fading time is a linearly-increasing function of target contrast and an asymptotically-increasing function of target luminance.
Experiments with stabilized images that have not been concerned with fading time have involved questions of the effect of eye movements on the detection of contrast and edges. Unlike with normally-viewed targets, there are no data relating the brightness of stabilized uniform fields to luminance and field size. If, as proposed by Cornsweet and Teller (1965) , brightness in the middle of a uniformly-illuminated field depends on the activity generated at the edges, we may expect changes in this activity level caused by image stabilization to influence brightness. This is the main question to be explored in the present set of experiments.
In this context, it should be remembered that in a Ganzfeld situation, where the retina is flooded with light so that no spatial and/or temporal transients exist, a gradual loss of brightness is reported (FIochburg, Triebel & Seaman, 1951; Cohen, 1957; Gur, 1991) .
Increment thresholds. Unlike brightness attenuation, the changes in incremental thresholds due to light adaptation have been studied with stabilized targets. It has been shown, for example, that the Westheimer effect, the change in the increment threshold with the size of the adapting field, is less pronounced under stabilized than under normal viewing conditions (Tulunay-Keesey & Vassilev, 1974) . Unlike under normal viewing conditions, the effect is almost obliterated if the increment thresholds are taken after a few seconds of adaptation (Tulunay-Keesey & Jones, 1977) .
The Weber law relating incremental thresholds to adapting luminance and the Crawford effect which describes the recovery of incremental sensitivity after the onset of the adapting field both remain essentially the same whether the background is stabilized or not (Sparrock, 1969; Tulunay-Keesey & Jones, 1977) .
The question of whether stabilized image fading, i.e. gradual loss of brightness, is related to a change in stabilized increment thresholds has been investigated. The data show that the increment threshold taken on a stabilized Mach band pattern (Burkhardt, 1966) or on a uniform background (Sparrock, 1969) remains the same while the field loses brightness. These sets of data are consistent with the premise that increment thresholds and brightness are controlled by two separate mechanisms.
Recently Olson et al. (1993) presented a two-stage model of light adaptation, composed of a nonlinear saturating inverse gain followed by a stage of temporal high-pass filtering. It was shown to account for the time the stabilized image takes to disappear as a function of background luminance and contrast, and it was successful in predicting the reappearance of stabilized images in reverse contrast (apparent phase reversal, APR) upon the application of a uniform increment of luminance (Olson, Tulunay-Keesey & Saleh, 1994) . This model of stabilized image disappearance is similar to recent models of light adaptation as measured by increment thresholds during normal viewing (Walraven & Valeton, 1984; Hayhoe, Levin & Koshel, 1992) . The main question of the experiments presented in this paper is whether or not the brightness of a uniform field is controlled entirely by the activity generated at its edges. There are two empirical questions: (1) How is the perceived brightness of a stabilized adapting field related to the luminance of the field? Do stabilized adapting fields of differing luminance all fade to the same brightness level?: and (2) How is brightness related to the size of the stabilized adapting field, and the luminance gradient of its edges?
The theoretical question is whether the proposed adaptation model is adequate to account for brightness attenuation experienced during light adaptation. It specifically asks the question of the extent to which brightness is controlled by both the multiplicative and subtractive processes of the proposed adaptation mechanism. Since brightness is studied under stabilized conditions, information on the steady-state response of the proposed adaptation mechanisms will be obtained.
MODEL
In the following sections we present a brief version of the model for stabilized adaptation proposed in Olson et al. (1993) and its predictions regarding brightness. The proposed model has two stages. The first stage, inverse gain, has the form Iota(X, t) = Ii (x, t)"G(x, t) (1) (~ hm(x, l) .3ff I~" I~(x,y) is the image falling on the retina, hm (x , t) is the unit impulse response of a spatiotemporal filter Hm, the symbol ® represents convolution, Is is the semisaturation constant, n is an exponent between 0 and 1, and Iota (X, t) is the output of the multiplicative process. [Note that although the exponent n was not included in the form of the model presented earlier, i.e. it was assumed to have a value of unity, the additional generality required to fit the data presented in this paper does not compromise the earlier predictions (Olson et al. 1993 (Olson et al. , 1994 The data, presented in the previous paper (Olson et al., 1993) , on the relationship of fading time of stabilized images to background luminance, stimulus contrast and spatial frequency, were well fit when Hm was assumed to be spatially low-pass with a short time constant while the subtractive filter H~ was assumed to be spatially bandpass with a long time constant. It was proposed that the multiplicative stage served to adjust quickly to changes in the average background luminance, and the gradual fading of the contrast of a stabilized image was primarily ascribed to the subtractive process.
What does the proposed model predict regarding perceived brightness of stabilized and unstabilized adapting fields in relation to target luminance? Figure 1 illustrates the effect of various model parameters on the brightness vs luminance relationship. The model parameters n = 0.7, c = 0, I~ = 15 td, and s = 0 were chosen to fit the data of Craik (1940) which were obtained under normal, unstabilized, dark-adapted conditions.
If under stabilized conditions, the semisaturation constant, I,, increases, the curve should shift to the right as shown in Fig. l As mentioned before, previous studies (Olson et al., 1993) indicate that the main effect of stabilization should be an increase in the response s of the subtractive filter. Therefore we may expect that the curve relating brightness to luminance in normal viewing will shift down and to the right during stabilized viewing as shown in Fig. l(c) .
What does the model predict regarding the dependence of brightness attenuation on the size of the adapting field and the luminance gradient of its edges? This question concerns the spatiotemporal attributes of the multiplicative and subtractive processes. Previously, it was postulated that the filter Hm in the multiplicative process had a response of unity to the background, and a slow rolloff at higher -spatial frequencies. The time constant of the filter was short• Thus Ho responded quickly to the space-averaged level of illumination. On this basis, we may expect the portion of the brightness attenuation ascribable to the multiplicative process to be independent of the luminance gradient of the edge of the adapting field, and to be relatively unaffected by image stabilization. The postulated spatial frequency response of the subtractive filter H~ was bandpass in shape, with a passband in the lower to moderate spatial frequency range and a sharp rolloff at high spatial frequencies, while the time constant was long. In normal (i.e. unstabilized) viewing the filter does not determine the overall response since transients in the retinal image generated by eye movements render the filter ineffective, whereas in stabilized viewing, the response of the filter is governed by the spatial requence response. While the filter passes low to moderate spatial frequencies, higher spatial frequencies are rejected. Blurred-edge stimuli lack high spatial frequencies, so the stimulus passes through the filter largely unaffected• Therefore, the value of s approaches unity, and according to equation 4, it is predicted that apparent brightness will be greatly reduced. Conversely, when the stimulus has step edges, high spatial frequencies are rejected by H~; the value of s is reduced and the expectation is that brightness will not be as greatly affected.
EXPERIMENT 1

Methods
In this experiment the main variable was the initial luminance of the adapting target. A matching technique similar to that used by Craik (1940) and Geisler (1978) was employed to estimate the brightness of uniformlyilluminated fields. One eye was adapted to a constantly presented stimulus of a given luminance. The brightness of the adapting stimulus was compared to a stimulus with identical spatial dimensions which was briefly presented to the other, unadapted, eye.
Stimulus. Figure 2(a) shows the spatial arrangement of the stimuli. Two semicircles with radii of 7.5 deg were presented one to each eye, so that in haploscopic view they formed a circle of 15 deg. The right eye .received the adapting stimulus, and the left eye the matching stimulus. The adapting stimulus was stabilized or viewed normally, the matching stimulus was always unstabilized. Image stabilization and hapioscopic viewing were obtained by the use of a 5th generation dual SRI eye tracker. The stimulus was generated on a Joyce monitor (Cambridge, England) by an ATVista videographics adapter. Adapting luminances ranged from 6 to 9600 td for subject JDO and from 6 to 6000 td for subject UTK. The background of the display was always black. Neutral density filters were used to obtain the luminance range to avoid operating at the lower limits of the display.
Psychophysics. All sessions were preceded with 30 min of dark adaptation. The sessions started with 2 min of adaptation (only the right eye), to a given luminance. At the end of this period, the matching stimulus, which was 0.5 sec in duration was presented to the unadapted left eye, every 5 sec. Figure 2(b) gives the temporal sequence of the stimulus presentation. The subject indicated by a button press which of the two stimuli (i.e. matching stimulus or adapting stimulus) appeared brighter. The luminance of the matching stimulus was changed according to a 2-up, l-down staircase rule. A total of nine reversals constituted a trial. The last four were averaged to determine the match, and four such trials were repeated for each luminance. Thus the estimate of brightness of the adapting field was based on the average of four such judgments comprised of 16 reversals. Four adapting luminances were used in a session; in a given session, each adapting luminance was greater than the previous one. At a given luminance, the staircase for the unstabilized adapting condition was completed first, then the staircase was repeated for the stabilized adapting condition. Each session lasted about 2 hr. All judgments were made with the pupils dilated to their maximum, 7 mm, by a combination of Mydriacil (1%) and Mydfrin (2.5%). Pupil size was checked frequently throughout the session and the drugs were reapplied, if necessary, to ensure a constant pupil size. The defocused image on the retina caused by the enlarged pupil was corrected by adjusting the position of a lens in the SRI eye tracker until maximum clarity of the image was achieved.
Note that, strictly speaking, the decision criteria used gives an estimate of the luminance at which the matching target was judged to be brighter than the adapting target 71% of the time rather than a true match point. The question of interest is the change in brightness as a function of luminance and viewing condition; any valid estimate of brightness should suffice in providing an answer as long as the same method of brightness estimation is used for all conditions. The two-up onedown decision criteria was adopted because it was judged to yield less noisy data in a shorter period of observation. The nomenclature of "match luminance" was adopted for the sake of convenience. Figure 3 shows the results for two subjects. Matching luminance (estimated as the luminance at which the matching stimulus is judged to be brighter than the adapting stimulus 71% of the time) is plotted against the adapting luminance for both the retinally-stabilized and normally-viewed adapting targets. The dotted line with a slope of 1 depicts a hypothetical result where no adaptation takes place.
Results and discussion
The present results obtained with the normally-viewed adapting target agree with the findings of earlier investigators; brightness increases as a function of adapting luminance with a slope of less than 1. The plateau of brightness over high adapting luminances evident in Craik's (1940) and in Geisler's (1978) results is not clearly seen in the present data. This is because the luminances used in this experiment did not extend into the highest luminance ranges used by the previous Adapting luminance (log td)
investigators [see Fig. l(a) ]. The main effect of stabilizing the adapting field is to lower brightness by about a log unit in relation to the brightness of the normally viewed field. This attenuation is not uniform across all adapting luminances, however. As Fig. 4 shows, where the ratio of unstabilized to stabilized brightness is plotted as a function of adapting luminance, there is more attenuation due to stabilization at the lowest luminances. In general, the data show that stabilization causes a downward and rightward shift. When the results are compared to the predictions of the model shown in Fig. 1 , it is seen that this kind of shift is consistent with the prediction of Fig. l(c) , where image stabilization Adapting luminance (log td) FIGURE 5. Hypothetical ratio of unstabilized to stabilized luminance matches for three possible effects of stabilization. (..-) Stabilization causes an increase in the semisaturation constant, 1~; (---) stabilization causes an increase in c, the response of the filter H m in the multiplicative stage; (--) stabilization causes an increase in s, the response of the filter H~ in the subtractive stage.
the absence of these trends in the data. The solid line in Fig. 5 illustrates that the predicted ratio of unstabilized to stabilized brightness is uniform over the entire range of adapting luminances if stabilization causes a change in the response of the subtractive process• This prediction gives the best approximation to the data over the high adapting luminances, but the data indicate a more significant attenuation of brightness at low luminances than predicted by the model. The unexpected dependence of brightness loss on luminance exhibited by the data implies that the subtractive mechanism is more effective at low adapting luminances• It should, however, be remembered that at these low luminances of the adapting target, the visual field was of low contrast; the subjects sometimes reported total disappearance of the field under stabilized conditions. Therefore, the apparent increase in the effectiveness of the subtractive filter at these low adapting luminances may reflect the action of a thresholding mechanism which is bypassed at higher luminances due to the high contrast of the adapting field. Another explanation for the increased attenuation of brightness over low adapting luminances is the possibility that at these low luminances a transition from coneto rod-mediated vision may have taken place. The adapting field extended to parafoveal locations, and may have preferentially invoked rod activity at low luminances. It may be that the rod-mediated response is differentially affected by image stabilization requiring a lower level of luminance for continued visibility than the cone-mediated response (Gerrits, 1978) . This high sensitivity may be reflected as increased attenuation in a matching task, giving rise to a curve as seen in Fig. 4 .
That the curve relating brightness to luminance shifts during stabilized adaptation in a manner consistent with a subtractive rather than a multiplicative mechanism is consistent with Sparrock's (1969) results• He found that thresholds for detecting incremental lights on a stabilized background remained essentially the same as a function of time, while the background itself gradually lost brightness. If brightness attenuation and increment threshold were controlled by the same multiplicative process, similar changes in both measures of sensitivity would be expected. Within the framework of the present model, Sparrock's results can be explained as follows• The response to the stabilized background and the incremental light are both reduced instantly by the multiplicative mechanism• The steady portion of the response is further reduced over time by the subtractive process, while this process lets the temporal transients through unaffected.
In summary, the work of Craik (1940) and Geisler (1978) as well as the work presented here suggest that normal light adaptation attenuates brightness by about two log units at low adapting luminances and several log units at high luminances. The present results show that stabilization causes an additional loss of brightness of about 1 log unit. Two questions are raised: (1) attenuation of brightness associated with stabilization is small relative to the loss of brightness during normal viewing. Why should patterned images disappear at all? (2) Brightness during stabilized viewing exhibits a dependence on the adapting luminance. Why does it not go to zero?
The answers may be as follows• (1) If, as postulated, the absence of normal image motion increases the response of the subtractive filter, signals associated with local contrast as well as overall brightness will be reduced. Contrast at a given brightness may fall below the threshold level, thereby causing the disappearance of the pattern. (2) That the brightness of the stabilized adapting field is dependent on adapting luminance suggests that the steady-state response s of the filter H, in the subtractive mechanism is limited to a value less than unity [see equation (4)]. Such a hypothesis is consistent with the predictions of the model proposed by Olson et al. (1993) : a two-dimensional contour defines the combinations of luminance and contrast at which the visibility of a target of a given spatial frequency does not fall below detection threshold even after prolonged stabilized adaptation.
EXPERIMENT 2
In this experiment the effect of edges and adapting field size on brightness was investigated. Experiment 1 demonstrated that stabilization of a large, uniform adapting field with step edges served to attenuate brightness by about 1 log unit more than did adaptation with a normally-viewed adapting field of the same spatial characteristics• This finding indicates that brightness over a field is coded to some degree by the temporal signals generated by eye movements at the edges of the adapting field. Another way of mitigating the effect of the spatiotemporal signals is to provide for a gradual, rather than a step, transition of luminance at the edges of the adapting field. Experiment 2 was done to determine if, in normal viewing, such a blurred-edge field was equivalent to a retinally-stabilized step-edged field in controlling brightness. The adapting field is presented continuously to the right eye. After 2 rain, two matching fields are presented to the left eye with durations of 0.5 sec each with a 0.5 sec gap. After the subject indicates which of the two was closer in brightness to the adapting stimulus, there was a 5 sec topoff period.
Methods
For this experiment the adapting luminance was held constant at 20 cdm -2. There were two kinds of adapting fields, step-edged and blurred-edge, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The step-edged fields were uniform disks of four diameters: 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 deg. The corresponding blurred fields were composed of central discs of 0.25, 0.5, i and 1.5 deg, flanked by raised cosine edges with a period of twice the width of the central disc, so that a given pair of corresponding blurred and step-edged fields had the same space-averaged luminance. Thus there were 16 conditions; stabilized vs normal, edged vs blurred, and four field sizes.
Stimuli were generated on a Conrac 7351 monitor controlled by an ATVista videographics adapter. Brightness of the fields after adaptation was assessed by a haploscopic matching technique. Figure 6(b) shows the spatial arrangement of the stimuli. The adapting stimulus was presented to the right eye only, and the matching stimulus was presented to the left eye only. The adapting eye viewed four unstabilized dots at all times to aid fixation. In addition, each eye received separately a set of crosses at corresponding retinal positions to aid vergence. The adapting stimulus was presented to the right eye in the center of the crosses, while the matching stimulus presented to the left eye was positioned 5 deg to the left of the center of the crosses. In other words, the adapting stimulus was centrally viewed, while the matching stimulus appeared on the left, at a center-to-center distance of 5 deg. The overall appearance of the stimulus is depicted in the lower portion of Fig. 6(b) .
Figure 6(c) shows the temporal arrangement of the stimuli. The 20 cdm -2 field of a predetermined size and spatial configuration was presented to the right eye in an otherwise dark field for an initial adaptation period of 2 min, and continuously thereafter. Subsequently, two matching fields were presented sequentially to the left eye, each for a duration of 0.5 sec with 0.5 sec of blank screen in between. The cycle of matching field presentations was repeated every 5 sec which served to maintain an even state of adaptation in the matching eye. The subject's task was to indicate, by a button press, whether the first or the second matching field appeared as bright as the adapting field. This two-alternative, temporalforced-choice method was employed with a one-up, one-down staircase procedure until eight reversals were recorded. The average of the last four was tabulated as the match. There were at least four such matches for each of the 16 conditions. The adapting and matching fields were identical in size and spatial configuration; the matching field was always unstabilized.
Results and discussion
In Fig. 7 attenuation of brightness as a function of adapting field diameter is plotted for two subjects. Attenuation here is defined as the luminance of the adapting field divided by the luminance of the matched field. Data for the two edge configurations and the two viewing conditions are shown. There are three main points, applicable to both subjects.
(1) Under normal conditions, neither size nor edges make a significant difference in brightness attenuation; the variation in final brightness after adaptation is no more than two-fold for either subject. (2) Under stabilized conditions, adaptation with a step-edged field is independent of size. (3) Size is an important factor in determining brightness attenuation only when the field has blurred edges and is stabilized. The effect of stabilization is illustrated best in Fig. 8 where the ratio of unstabilized to stabilized brightness is plotted as a function of field size for like-edged fields. The dashed line going through unity represents the condition if adaptation with stabilized and unstabilized fields were to yield the same brightness. It is seen that with the exception of the smallest fields, the effect of stabilization is greater for blurred-edge fields than for step-edged fields. Attenuation due to stabilization is independent of field size when the adapting field has step-edges, but increases significantly with size when the edges of the adapting fields are blurred.
Experiment 1 established that brightness attenuation under stabilized conditions is due to the response of the subtractive stage. The dependence of attenuation on size of the field only when the field is blurred is consistent with the earlier prediction, suggesting that the response of the filter Hs rolls off sharply at high spatial frequencies; the blurred fields are more greatly attenuated than the step-edged fields because the spatial frequencies present in the former are well-matched to the passband of the filter and are subsequently subtracted off, while the high spatial frequency content in the edges of the latter are rejected by Hs and are therefore not subtracted from the brightness percept.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
There were two main questions: (1) How is the brightness of a stabilized adapting field related to its luminance? (2) Does the activity at the edge of the adapting field determine brightness?
The results of Experiment 1 supply an answer to the first question. Brightness of stabilized fields after adaptation is a function of the adapting luminance; the slope of the function is steepest at low (0.6-2.0 log td) adapting luminances and relatively flat at high luminances. This represents a loss of brightness of about 1 log unit in addition to the loss of brightness of normally-viewed adapting stimuli; stabilized adaptation shifts the curve down and to the right. Also, the additional attenuation of brightness during stabilized viewing (beyond the attenuation of brightness which occurs during normal viewing) is more significant at low adapting luminances.
The results obtained with normally-viewed adapting fields are consistent with the data reported by Craik (1940) and Geisler (1978) . The data obtained with the stabilized adapting fields are consistent with the data recently reported by Knau and Spillmann (1994) obtained by the use of a Ganzfeld, a large, uniform, edgeless field where eye movements cannot generate time-varying neural responses. The question was whether light adaptation without the benefit of spatiotemporal activity generated by edges and eye movements would eventually end in the perception of "Eigengrau" (or dark light), which supposedly results from the spontaneous activity of neurons in the dark. The results were similar to the data presented here: Ganzfelds of different initial luminances faded to different levels of brightness, rather than to a single level comparable to the brightness of the Eigengrau, which they also measured. This indicates that during adaptation neural activity adjusts to a level proportional to the initial level of activity, and not to the resting level prior to the onset of the adapting target. That brightness of a Ganzfeld does not go to a level independent of adapting luminance suggests that the residual brightness of the stabilized image is not an artifact of errors of stabilization; rather it is consistent with the earlier suggestion that the steady-state response of the filter H~ to stabilized adapting patterns is limited to a value less than unity. The second set of experiments, where the brightness of different size fields with step and blurred edges was determined under normal and stabilized conditions, explored the effect of edges in determining brightness. Stabilization attenuates the temporal changes generated by normal eye movements at the edges of the adapting field. A graded shift in luminance at the edges of the adapting fields reduces the activity generated at the edges of the adapting fields whether the field is stabilized or not. The fact that there is greater attenuation under stabilized than under normal conditions, and that brightness attenuation is independent from size only with the step-edged fields affirms the premise that brightness is coded, at least partially, by the activity generated at the edges of the adapting field. This premise is the basis of a class of phenomena called "filling-in". Gerrits and Vendrik (1970) suggest that filling-in is a process with a fast time-course (as in the case of retinal scotoma), but that the filling-in process in response to stabilized patterns acts subsequent to the termination of signals due to a separate slow adaptation process. If light adaptation were controlled only by the activity generated at the edges of the adapting field, we would have expected, under normal conditions, a difference in attenuation depending on the type of edge. But adaptation effects in normal viewing are almost identical for fields with step and graded edges. If activity at the edge were the only controlling factor, no difference in brightness attenuation should be expected with either size or edge type under stabilized conditions. The results clearly show the opposite; attenuation due to stabilization is independent of adapting field size only when the adapting field has stepped edges, but dependent on field size when the luminance gradient is gradual. It is proposed that with a blurred-edge and stabilized field, the spatial response of the subtractive filter responsible for brightness attenuation is revealed. The conclusion that this filter does not attenuate high spatial frequencies as readily as it does low spatial frequencies was also reached on the basis of earlier data showing the dependence of fading time on the spatial frequency of stabilized adapting targets (Olson et al., 1993) . Corroborating evidence can be found in Tulunay-Keesey (1982) where it was shown that sine-wave gratings of low spatial frequency fade in shorter periods of time than square-wave gratings of the same spatial frequency.
